shows the correct orientation from left to right: PC-MPSV/r-PTPh C/S, PC-MPSV/r-PTPh and PC-MPSV, respectively, rather than as wrongly indicated in the original manuscript: PC-MPSV, PC-MPSV/ r-PTPh and PC-MPSV/r-PTPh C/S, respectively. There is no change in the meaning of the results as the intensity of the three bands that were shown in the panel for normalization is very similar.
The figure here shows the raw data of the correct panel, which confirms the results reported in the paper, for example, that r-PTPh expression in PC-MPSV cells reduces overall phosphotyrosine Src content with respect to parental cells, as well as to cells transfected with the inactive r-PTPh C/S mutant. 
